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Naofumi is off to the Cal Mira islands, where he plans to continue leveling up. Soon after arriving he

meets a mysterious young man named Lâ€™Arc Berg. But how will this curious new character

impact Naofumiâ€™s adventures? Surrounded by mystery and intrigue, Glass makes her second

appearance. Aneko Yusagi's epic fantasy continues in volume 5!
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Whoever is translating these books, please take the work seriously.Your translation has multiple

misspelled words, incorrect word choices, and issues with the printing process which has caused

some pages to become faded and blurry like some elementary school project. Everyone wants this

franchise to succeed and these very simple very real problem are not helping.

I love these stories, but I'm getting sick and tired of the bad translations. Typos is one thing, but

things like translating 'console games' as 'consumer games', totally missing the point about German

names and forgetting words entirely are quite another. The English publisher really needs to get an

editor, preferably a bilingual one.

I really love reading this series. I love the characters and how they changed it from the web novel.

While I do like this series I do have to agree with everyone else that there either needs to be a new

translator or someone to double check everything. The translation is alright and I can understand

what the story is saying but, it could be better.



So again we catch up with our main character who is fighting to survive in a world that he was

summoned to as a hero. The story line just keeps getting better as we are starting to learn more

about what is actually going on with our main character and why he is leading the way in is quest to

survive and return home to his world. I have read the first 4 volumes each at least twice and I have

already read this one at least that many times already. Now I just have to wait for volume 6 to be

released. I can't wait.

There are a lot of spelling mistakes in this book. The publisher need to be more serious about

editing.The content of the book is still engaging as the previuos ones

Finally Naofumi is getting respect. But, this book is more about trying to fix the rift between him and

the heroes and plot progression. Also, there are more "boss enemies" introduced, though I am

hesitant to call them villains personally. Thats all I am going to say for fear of spoiling.

Found the story great and loved how the book was anywhere from about 50 to 100 pages longer

than the previous books.I noted than in this book and the previous ones in the series there would by

a mistyped words such as using "be" instead of "me" I haven't noticed many but as i get enticed by

reading i read the 400 page book in around 8 hours
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